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ABSTRACT!– The behaviour of lubricant molecules,
especially the molecules near the solid surface is very
important to the property of the whole tribo-system.
However, how do the liquid molecules behave in a
nano-confined space, especially in a nano lubricant
film? Thin film lubrication (T"L) theory has been
invoked to characterize the molecular pattern in
lubrication film less than hundred nanometers, which
effectively bridged the gap between elastohydrodynamic
lubrication (EHL) and boundary lubrication.
Unfortunately, to date, the molecular model of TFL
which was proposed 20 years ago has not been well
proven. Recently a novel method based on surfaceenhanced Raman spectroscopy developed in our group
allows us to access the molecular behavior in a nanoconfined film, along with both the packing and
orientation of the liquid molecules in TFL regime. The
presentation attempts to systematically review the major
developments of TFL, including the state-of-art studies
on experimental technologies, researches and
applications. Future prospects of relevant researches and
applications will be also discussed.
1.

INTRODUCTION
A remarkable lubrication regime to solve the
transition from boundary lubrication to EHL has been
revealed, termed thin film lubrication (TFL) [1-3],
which has been systematically investigated since 1990s
by a number of researchers, such as Johnston et al. [4],
Luo et al. [5,6], Tichy [7], Hartal et al. [8], Matsuoka
and Kato [9], Guangteng and Spikes [10] and so on. Luo
and Yian [11] suggested a gap-bridging model in terms
of description of interlaced change of qualitative
lubrication and quantitative parameters in 1989, which
can be considered to be the embryo of thin film
lubrication model. In the meanwhile, the super thin film
lubrication was proposed and developed by Spikes and
Johnston et al. [4], describing the situation with
lubricating films less than 15nm. Gupta and Sharma et
al. [12] succeeded with revealing the microscopic
behavior of lubricant films ranging from 1 to 10 nm, by
examining various contributions to the disjoining
pressure, in which both the van der waals force and the
structural force resulted from the molecular orientation
and packing have been emphasized. In 1994, the
physical model of thin film lubrication (TFL) was
respectively proposed by Luo and Wen, as shown in
Figure 1, indicating that the combined effect of
molecules attached on surfaces and in the thin
lubricating film resulting in a distinct lubrication
performance. From that time forth, growing interest has
been stimulated to reveal the origins and characteristics
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of thin film lubrication model, bringing numerous
advances in both experimental and theoretical studies.

Figure 1 Thin film lubrication model.
2.

RESEARCHES AT MOLECULAR LEVEL
The central idea of TFL theory is the surface-and
friction-induced molecular ordering and packing. Futher
researches have been conducted to explore the
molecular behaviours in TFL regime. Xie et al. [13]
demonstrated a “freezing” of lubricant in a nanogap.
Such freezing can be observed for both polar liquids and
nonpolar ones. The freezing process of n-hexadecane
with a thickness of around 12 nm, as demonstrated in
Figure 2, can be explained by the ordering alignment in
the central contact region under the external electric
field.

Figure 2 The sketch of the experimental setup for TFL
under external electrical field.
During the lubrication process in TFL, in each
layer lubricant molecules aligned in various pattern.
This result opened up a new view on the investigation of
lubricant at molecular level. By employing the in-situ
Raman spectroscopy, Zhang et al. [14] and Zhang [15]
has successfully detected the molecular structure of both
polar and nonpolar lubricant molecules in nano
lubrication films, as shown in Figure 3. The orientation
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along the rolling direction is found to still exist in the
ordered film in nonpolar solvents, but it disappears in
polar solvents. Furthermore, Gao et al. [16] explore the
molecular structure and orientation of lubricant
molecules by trapping different liquid crystals between
two solid surfaces. Nematic liquid crystals with
different length of molecular side chain from CB family
were utilized. It has been indicated that both shearing
velocity and the alkyl chain length will affect the
orientation of liquid crystal molecules confined in a
nanoscale gap.

TFL twenty years ago, it has become a great concern,
and attracted the interests of not only tribologists, but
also physicists and chemists. Innovative explorations
and studies on the TFL have been have been reviewed.
We have focused on the researches about molecular
behaviours in TFL regime, providing new perspectives
for the development and applications of TFL.
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Figure 3 Molecular structures of 5CB in (a) nonpolar
solvent (hexadecane) and (b) polar solvent (decanol).
Recently, a method based on surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy was developed to show both the
packing and orientating of liquid molecules in the TFL
regime. By trapping liquid crystal molecules between a
structured silver surface and a glass surface, a layered
structure consisting of an adsorbed layer, an orderedmolecule layer and a fluid layer was finally
demonstrated even in a nano gap. It was found that the
orientation of the 6CB molecules is determined by the
growth direction of the Ag structure in the static state,
caused by the vertical adsorption of the 6CB molecules
on the silver through C-N bonds. The molecules align
vertically near the surfaces but horizontally in the fluid
layer. It was indicated that the Ag nanorods would be
reoriented to the flow direction by the shearing force,
resulting in the 6CB molecules adsorbed on it being
aligned perpendicularly to the shearing direction.

Figure 4 Evolution of the molecular orientation of the
absorbed layer on Ag substrate.
3.

SUMMARY
A remarkable mode of lubrication has been
revealed since two decades ago, termed thin film
lubrication (TFL), in which, the lubricant film could be
divided into absorbed film, ordered film, and fluid film.
Since the establishment of the theory and concept of
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